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Design and Implementation of Important Tax Revenue 
Management System in Chongqing  
Abstract 
In recent years, application systems at all levels have accumulated large numbers of 
basic data because of the interprovincial collection of revenue data. All of these can 
provide opportunity to embedded data analysis and upgrade the applicational effect. 
Therefore, the management of important revenue and data analysis became one of the 
main concerns of tax operators. At present, many tax operators have built their own 
important revenue management system.However, the construction and infrastructure 
of those systems are different, and there is no uniform access standard and safeguards 
mechanism for those systems. 
According to above key points, we research on the above issues related to the 
data in tax domain. Based on the fundamental requirements of tax business, we design 
and implement the management system of important revenue for tax domain, with the 
support of logistics warehousing management techniques. The system is composed of 
three functional modules: congnizance management, data collection management and 
revenue analysis module. The module of congnizance management uses the logistics 
technology to congnizan the revenue property. The data collection module is used to 
to supplying the tax imformation about tax enterprise. The revenue analysis module 
accomplishes querying about the tax revenue imformation and predication of tax 
revenue.  
Following the software engineering process, we introduce the background of the 
important revenue management system in the thesis, and then analyse the business 
requirements of this system, put forward the skeleton of design. Finally, we design the 
management system of important revenue, which can cognizance, collect and analyse 
important revenue. The important revenue management system has been applied to 
Chongqing state taxation bureau and completed development purposes expected. 
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